Carotid geometry effects on blood flow and on risk for vascular disease.
It has been widely observed that atherosclerotic diseases occur at sites with complex hemodynamics, such as artery bifurcations, junctions, and regions of high curvature. These regions usually have very low or highly oscillatory wall shear stress (WSS). In the present work, 3D pulsatile blood flow through a model of the carotid artery bifurcation was simulated using a finite volume numerical method. The goal was to quantify the risk of atherogenesis associated with different carotid artery geometries. A risk scale based on the average WSS on the sinus wall of the internal carotid artery was proposed-a scale that can be used to quantify the effect of the carotid geometry on the relative risk for developing vascular disease. It was found that the bifurcation angle and the out-of-plane angle of the internal carotid artery affect the formation of low stress regions on the carotid walls. The main conclusions are: (a) larger internal carotid artery angles (theta(IC)) generally increase the frequency and the area of blood recirculation and lower the WSS on the sinus wall, hence increasing the risk of plaque build-up; (b) off-plane angles were found to lower the WSS on the sinus for geometries with theta(IC)25 degrees . Larger off-plane angles generally increase the danger of plague build-up; (c) for theta(IC) < 25 degrees , the off-plane angle does not have an obvious effect on the hemodynamic WSS; (d) symmetric bifurcations were found to increase the WSS on the sinus wall and ease the risk of vascular disease.